
Host Bishop says:
The Final strike is at hand, currently the fleet is en route to the Grob facility and will be exiting transphase in approximately 5 minutes.  The Nighthawk, along with its escorts are formed up and prepared to head in.


Host Bishop says:
=/\==/\= Begin Nighthawk #34 =/\==/\=

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::In engineering he continues to monitor the transphase devices. He taps a few controls and then taps his Comm badge:: *Bridge*: Jah`d to bridge.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
*ACEO*: Bridge here, Report

XO_Sheridan says:
::walks towards the helm and takes a seat:: Self: Haven't done this in a long time. ::smiles::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*CO*: All systems check out so far sir. I am beginning to modify our systems to prepare for any feedback from these modified weapon systems...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
*ACEO*: Keep an eye on the extra shielding we may need it

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: What's our ETA?

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*CO*: Understood, engineering out. ::Goes over to the MSD and begins to check up on several key power distribution systems::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Is at her station on the bridge::

TO_Mistral says:
::at tac2 doing whatever he’s is supposed to be doing::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: ETA is five minutes sir.

CTO_Black says:
::at tactical, checking the modified warhead::

XO_Sheridan says:
::checks the transphase systems to be sure::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO:Is there anything you need me to do?

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: You have telemetry on our Target?

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Captain, the fleet will be exiting transphase in about three minutes.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Crosses engineering and glances down at several PADDs as quickly as possible taking in as much data as possible before reprogramming the shield harmonics::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*CSO*: Jah`d to Matisse.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Steady as she goes Cmdr.

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Aye sir, holding steady course.

CSO_Matisse says:
*ACEO*::Matisse here, what can I do for you

CTO_Black says:
CO / XO: Last diagnostics have been completed... warhead is ready for deployment...  No telemetry yet, we’ll get it as soon as we leave the transphase rift...  I’m holding onto received Intel data for now...

XO_Sheridan says:
CTO: Understood Mr. Black.


ACEO_Jah`d says:
*CSO*: Lieutenant, if you could please shut down and restart the scans I will be feeding data to you that we have received on the Grob. It may allow you to more accurately pin-point any weaknesses in the Grob defenses. To complete the transfer I need you to disable your sensors briefly however.

CTO_Black says:
TO: Mr. Mistral, I need you to monitor shield strength and internal security....report any problems to me....

CSO_Matisse says:
*ACEO* all right , but will I t take long

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Take us to red, All Hands Battle stations!

TO_Mistral says:
::nods and monitors shield strength and internal sec::

XO_Sheridan says:
::watches the navigational sensors closely for any signs of a problem::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Gets the sensors ready to shut down and restart::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*CSO*: Not at all. Jah`d out. ::Crosses engineering again to his master console and begins programming several key systems as they get ready to go to alert status::

CTO_Black says:
::nods at the CO and actives Red Alert::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Scan their energy frequency and relay it to tactical

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The fleet moves into formation and begins to exit transphase by squadrons.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Begins to transfer all relevant data on the Grob to science 1 and hopes that the amplified information will aid Matisse in finding a weakness in the Grob::

CSO_Matisse says:
*CEO* ::Ok

XO_Sheridan  (RedAlert.wav)

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Slow to attack speed Cmdr.

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: Sir, the CEO wants me to shut down and restart the scanners

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Locks down several key systems and sits down at his console and begins to monitor their situation::

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:the departure signal buzzes on the Helm panel.

XO_Sheridan says:
::hears the red alert klaxons and slows speed:: CO: Aye sir, slowing to attack speed.

CTO_Black says:
::loads up all weapons systems to full capacity::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Make it quick as you can

CSO_Matisse says:
::Shuts down and restarts the scanners::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Smiles as the sensor readout goes to condition green. *CSO*: You have sensors now Lieutenant.

XO_Sheridan says:
::sees the departure signal on her panel::

TO_Mistral says:
::sets panel to warn him about imminent shield failure or internal sec breach::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Scans the energy frequencies::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Hears a high pitched beep and looks down at his console. He sends a signal to an engineering officer on deck 3 to monitor a power output system nearby::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Captain, I have the signal to make the jump.

CTO_Black says:
::beginnings receiving detailed telemetry from the Grob Base as the Nighthawk sets course for normal space::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
ALL: OK on your toes people, this is where it get challenging

XO_Sheridan says:
::readies to tap the panel on the Captain's order::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: Nothing on scanners yet sir::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
Verna: Cadet, keep an eye on the energy output of the transphase drive, make sure the output readings stay in an acceptable region.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
<Verna>ACEO: Aye sir...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Change course 112.07 that’s our entry point

CTO_Black says:
::taps slowly with his hands on his panel as he looks at the viewscreen::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Changing course to 112.07 aye.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Target anything that looks like a weapon

CTO_Black says:
::smiles::  CO: Understood, Captain...

CSO_Matisse says:
::Keeps running scans::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Scan for the energy core in case our Intel is wrong

CSO_Matisse says:
::Nods to the CO:

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Goes to a secondary console to check on power supply to the modified weapon systems and the phasers and targeting scanners::

CTO_Black says:
::begins active scans for the weapon facilities on the Grob Base and targets phasers and photon torpedoes::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: I need you to stay at full impulse, only way we'll make it through


ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Taps a console and brings up a display fed to his console from the main view screen:: Self: Here goes nothing...

CSO_Matisse says:
::Scans for the energy core::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Maintaining full impulse...transphase systems down.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Have our escorts fall in behind and cover us from surface fire

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:ON the viewer, the battle rages on, dozens of Grob pyramids are practically filling the local area, the Fleet is slowly drawing them from the Entry point.

XO_Sheridan says:
::looks over the warp display to see if they can get a green light if needed::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Brings down the energy levels for the transphase drive and monitors several other key systems:: *XO*: All systems are go commander. Engineering stands ready.

TO_Mistral says:
Self:here it comes

CTO_Black says:
::rechecks the weaponslock and turns to the CO::  CO: Weapons locked...ready to fire..

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Let the fleet draw them away, you may have to slow a bit, and then punch it

XO_Sheridan says:
*ACEO*: Acknowledged Jah`d. Now run a fast diagnostic on the warp systems.

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: we have the coordinates to the entry point sir, and the core is on sensors

XO_Sheridan says:
::looks back at Tray:: CO: Understood Captain.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*XO*: Warp? We won't be able to use the warp drive as of yet Commander, all systems have been running at peek efficiency, but we won't be able to run a complete diagnostic until we enter normal space...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Very good LT. Keep an eye on the energy readings, let us know if it changes

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The Facility slowly grows in the viewer, the Nighthawk shakes slightly as a nearby Pyramid explodes

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: Yes sir

CTO_Black says:
::nods at the CO and signals the defiant escort to cover the Hawk from surface fire.::

XO_Sheridan says:
*ACEO*: I want those systems checked anyway.

CSO_Matisse says:
::Holds on to her console::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*XO*: Understood...::Spins around and barks out an order to have Lieutenant Johnson run the system's diagnostic. He closes the Comm and continues to monitor systems::

XO_Sheridan says:
::grabs the edge of the helm console::Self: That was close.

TO_Mistral says:
::continues monitoring systems like nothing happened his face expressionless::

CTO_Black says:
::checks his commlogs::  CO: Confirmation received from our escort...they are in position...we are moving into weaponsrange in a few minutes...

CTO_Black says:
::turns to his TO::  TO: Shield status..?

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO:  Very good Cmdr. Lets hope the fleet clears the way for us

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:As the Nighthawk draws closer several short range weapons begin targeting them from the surface.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
Computer: Run theoretical simulation. Energy systems on an Saber class starship overload and class 4 energy discharge from the vessels warp core reacts with a nearby spacial rift. Extrapolate possible consequences.

TO_Mistral says:
::in a expressionless voice::CTO:85%

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Captain, if the fleet is successful in drawing the Grob off, we should reach the planet in two standard minutes.

CTO_Black says:
CO: Aye, Sir...

CTO_Black says:
::nods at his TO::  TO: Very well...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Keep monitoring the fleet Cmdr. pick an opening and take us in

XO_Sheridan says:
::lays in evasive maneuvers and waits:: CO: Aye sir.

Host Bishop says:
<Computer>CEO:Results would be negligible

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::While waiting for the computer's response, attempt to boost power to the targeting systems and shields:: *CTO*: Brian, you should be given an extra boost up there...


CTO_Black says:
CO: We have entered in weapons range...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Your on your own , just get us through

XO_Sheridan says:
::watches closely for an opening to take the Hawk in closer::

CTO_Black says:
::smiles::  *ACEO*: Thanks Korin...it’s much appreciated...

XO_Sheridan says:
::bites her lip in nervous anticipation::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Keeps an eye on the scanners::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
Computer: Theoretical situation, if a deflector array was modified to absorb such an energy discharge and directed it as such to said distortion. Could that possibly expand or stabilize such a rift?

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:the implements near the opening begin to fire, energy bursts begin impacting the shields

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Feels energy impact shields::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Rocks slightly and holds onto his console::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
TO: Damage report

CTO_Black says:
::holds onto his console as bright lightbolts are appearing on the viewscreen::  CO: Locking on and returning fire...

XO_Sheridan says:
::grabs the console again and initiates pattern delta::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Holds on to her console::

TO_Mistral says:
CO:shields down to 70%

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Scan surface weapons, as they power up feed the coordinates to tactical

CSO_Matisse says:
::Tries to scan the surface weapons::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
TO: See if Eng. can boost power to shields

XO_Sheridan says:
CSO: Let me know if their power levels drop at all. I'll try and sneak past while they are recharging systems.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Transfers small repair teams to keep the SIF up to par::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: Sir, there is an increased amount of energy being drained from the planet core, could be from the attack

TO_Mistral says:
CO:aye sir*ACEO*:you think you could give us some more shield power

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Coming up on the opening.

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:A pair of very large and extremely thick doors begin to seal the opening

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*TO*: I am trying Ensign. ::Takes non-critical systems offline and transfers all available power to shields. He also send Echo team to boost the shield generators manually::

XO_Sheridan says:
All: Stand by...

CSO_Matisse says:
XO: There is a decreased energy from the planet core ma'am

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Good idea Cmdr. CTO: Clear an opening, Photons full spread


XO_Sheridan says:
CSO: Good....CTO: Ok clear me a path.

Host Bishop says:
<COMPUTER>ACEO:Negative, the Saber class doesn't have the necessary resources to effect a distortion in any way

ACEO_Jah`d says:
Computer: Final theoretical situation. If a transphase rift detected recently on scans came into physical contact with a massive energy core, extrapolate possible reaction.

CTO_Black says:
::nods::  CO: understood...  firing photon torpedoes...  ::locks onto the ships blocking their passage to the opening and fire a full spread of photon torpedoes::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
All: Hang on, gonna get bumpy

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Checks up on the hull structure and feeds the data on the warp systems analysis to the helm::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Grabs hold of her console::

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The doors continue to close, 200 meters remaining

CTO_Black says:
::retargets for another full spread of photons and targets the doors again::

XO_Sheridan says:
::moves the Nighthawk in::

XO_Sheridan says:
All: Ok hard port turn coming....hang on all.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Boost the output of the shields and impulse drive, hoping to increase their effectiveness beyond the recommended limit::

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:100 Meters till close, Nighthawk is now less than .5 KM from the opening

CTO_Black says:
::frowns::  XO: I can’t give you more, Ma’am.... our weapons don’t even seem to scratch those doors::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: We must get through, should have 100 meter clearance

XO_Sheridan says:
CTO: No need now.

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:THe Nighthawk just barely clears the opening in time, the defiants peel off before they impact and begin attacking the surface targets looking for another passage.

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: We're in sir....::sighs::



ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Wonders what's going on up on the bridge and watches the images of the doors pass over the view screen::

CTO_Black says:
::sighs and the Hawk flies through the doors opening and wonders what they need to do to get back::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
Self: Here comes the fun part. *CO*: Bringing modified weapons online...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Good job Serena, A little close but good

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Locks down his console and gives command of engineering to Johnson. He quickly enters  turbolift and yells out "bridge!"::

XO_Sheridan says:
::smiles:: CO: It's been a while since I've done this sir. ::smiles::

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The Nighthawk is now surrounded by a dark metal passage way, the only light coming from various vents.

CTO_Black says:
CO: Modified weapon system is coming online....

Host CO_Cerdan says:
*ACEO*: Link control to Tactical and stand by

TO_Mistral says:
::Self we will be trapped in here when the core blows::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Watches holds her breath, and watches the main screen::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
*CO*: Understood...::Enters the bridge and does as he's ordered:: CTO: Commander Black, you have full control over the new systems...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: She's all yours Mr. Black stand by

CTO_Black says:
ACEO: Understood...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Relay coordinates of the core to helm

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:Several sentries show up on scanners

XO_Sheridan says:
::fly’s the Hawk deftly through the tunnel trying not to hit the walls::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Nods, and sends the coordinates to the XO::

CTO_Black says:
::smiles::  CO: Aye, Captain... ::actives the modified weapons system and makes a final check::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Transfers the main control to the bridge and brings all his displays online:: CO: All systems running at peek efficiency sir. Engines are running to full capacity.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: The Navigation computer will help you keep it on course

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Notices the shield status of 62% and winces:: Self: That won't do...

CTO_Black says:
::begins scanning for the target coordinates::

XO_Sheridan says:
::receives the co ordinates from science and imputes them:: CO: Course co ordinates laid in Captain.

CSO_Matisse says:
::Starts looking for a way out::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Begin scanning for a possible escape route

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: I've already started looking sir

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Good job Lt. ::Smiles slightly::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Checks on the structural status of the escorts:: CO: The U.S.S. Cronos and U.S.S. Alexander appear to be on course and are ready for the attack sir.

XO_Sheridan says:
CSO: Scan the other tunnels. Most systems have an emergency backup and I just bet that the Grob planned an escape route.

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The sentries come into range and begin firing

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Fire at will

CSO_Matisse says:
::Looks over her scans::

CTO_Black says:
::begins targeting the sentries and returns fire::  CO: Aye Captain....

Host CO_Cerdan says:
*ACEO*: Contact them and see if they can help find us a way out

ACEO_Jah`d says:
CO: Aye sir...and sir...I'm right behind you...::Smiles and sends a transmission to the Cronos updating them and the Fleet of their status::

CSO_Matisse says:
XO: No escape tunnels that I can see at the moment

CTO_Black says:
CO: Tactical Sensors have localized the target coordinates for the delivery...but we won’t be able to beam it to that exact location due to present energy forcefield...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Distance to core?

ACEO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Well then we'll just have to take that shield offline...::Smiles::

XO_Sheridan says:
CSO: They may be well hidden....try an infrared scan of the walls. Maximum range.

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The sentries vaporize fairly quickly, up ahead the tunnel begins to get substantially brighter

CSO_Matisse says:
::Tries the XO suggestion::

CTO_Black says:
::smiles:: ACEO: Or we can get the warhead "manually" through that energy forcefield::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Scan for their control emitters, we have to shut them down

CTO_Black says:
CO: understood....

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Captain 500 meters to the core.

ACEO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Only two ways I can think of doing that, and one of them takes way to long...::Pushes his seat out of way and crawls under the console. He takes off the cover and begins pulling out systems and data chips::

CTO_Black says:
::initiates tactical sensors in a continuing search pattern for the field emitters::


XO_Sheridan says:
CTO: Are you ready to do the deed? ::smiles wryly::

CTO_Black says:
ACEO: Indeed....either way....we need to get that thing in there and us out of here...

ACEO_Jah`d says:
CTO: I'll make sure it happens...don't worry Brian...have I failed in the past? ::Smiles and hopes this isn't a first time::

XO_Sheridan says:
::senses the heightened adrenaline rush from every member of the crew::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Status on escape heading?

TO_Mistral says:
::senses the same thing the XO sensed::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Replaces several of the chips in a re-arranged order:: CTO: I just hope we can get out...

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: nothing yet sir

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Maintain course

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The Nighthawk enters a large chamber, a glowing white globe hangs in the middle.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Stand by to fire warhead

CTO_Black says:
::smiles at Korin::  XO: As ready as Ill ever be....  ::arms the modified torpedo::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Scans the room for a way out?::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Aye sir, maintaining course. ::thinks, like where can we go?::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Goes back to his console and hopes that he is able to access the Grob systems or help Lieutenant Matisse find an escape route::

CSO_Matisse says:
XO:Ma'am! There is a thermal exhaust port

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: We are in the core area sir.

CTO_Black says:
CO / XO: We have moved into range to fire the photon torpedo...scans show that the Energy Field will let the torpedo pass through as it seems to contain the core’s radiation...

CSO_Matisse says:
XO: we can get trough

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: On my mark

XO_Sheridan says:
CSO: Well done...plot a course and send it to my station.

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Give her the coordinates

ACEO_Jah`d says:
XO/CTO: Be prepared to move quickly...if anything in this room ignites we'll be the first thing to go...and I'm quite sure when the core goes down, so will that shield...

CSO_Matisse says:
::Plots a course, and send it to the XO::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO:Done!

XO_Sheridan says:
::looks over at Brian and winks::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CEO: Reroute all remaining power to shields

CTO_Black says:
::nods at the CO and waits for his signal::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Finally breaths::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
CO: Already done sir...::Looks over to the Conn.:: XO: Also, I have a team attempting to boost maximum speed Commander.

XO_Sheridan says:
::gets the co ordinates and sets the escape course and stands by to implement::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
TO: Stand by Phasers in case we need to make an opening

CTO_Black says:
::holding his right hand on the fire sequence button, looking at the viewscreen::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Warhead away ...

XO_Sheridan says:
ACEO: Excellent Korin. You've earned your pay for the week. ::smiles::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Keeps an eye on sensors::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Change course

CTO_Black says:
CO: Aye, Captain....

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Changing course.

TO_Mistral says:
::transfers phaser control to tac2::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: is there anything I can help on?

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Smiles. He looks down at his console and wishes he was able to get access to the Grob systems but knows it's nearly impossible right now::

TO_Mistral says:
::readies phasers::

XO_Sheridan says:
::moves the Hawk away from the core::

CTO_Black says:
::initiates the firing sequence and fire the modified photon torpedo::  CO: Photon torpedo away...   ::looks back at the viewscreen again::  monitoring it’s course...

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The torpedo glides along its trail and disappears inside the core, at first nothing seems to happen, but then slowly the orb begins to glow deep red and starts to expand, blue discharges lance out in every direction

Host CO_Cerdan says:
ALL Hands: Brace for impact

TO_Mistral says:
::finger hovers over fire button::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Watches the view screen:: All: We have to move...now...::Presses several commands in hopes of increasing their speed::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Holds on::

CTO_Black says:
::holds onto his console, staring at the red orb coming closer and closer::

XO_Sheridan says:
::glides the Hawk from the core as quickly as possible::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: distance to thermal port?

TO_Mistral says:
::grabs panel with other hand but remains expressionless::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Grabs his console and blinks. He notices a slight amount of sweat forming on his forehead due to the anxiety he is feeling::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Wondered if she told the XO the exhaust port is barley big enough for the Hawk to fit through::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Thermal port at 500 meters sir.


Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Gonna be tight

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Just  a bit sir. ::bites her lip again::

CTO_Black says:
CO: Captain...if we fire behind us and collapse the thermal vent, we could contain the explosion behind us...

ACEO_Jah`d says:
TO: Ensign, take phasers offline and transfer power to the shield generators...

TO_Mistral says:
::takes phasers off line and reroutes power to shields::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CTO: Don't think anything will stop that Cmdr. ::Looks at shockwave on screen::

XO_Sheridan says:
:;watches as the Hawk moves to the opening::

XO_Sheridan says:
Self: Ok Serena...easy does it.

CTO_Black says:
CO: Aye...  ::watches the viewscreen::

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Notices his knuckles turning red and then white as he grips his console:: Self: C'mon Serena...please I know you can do this...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Stands to face what comes:: XO: Almost there Serena

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The Nighthawk enters the hatch and begins its ascent, the discharges begins licking the rear shields

XO_Sheridan says:
::takes the ship through the exit barely::

XO_Sheridan says:
::leans forward and almost wills the ship to the surface::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Falls over some, but gets back up::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
ALL: Way to go.

TO_Mistral says:
::stares impassively at his panel::

CTO_Black says:
TO: Try to reinforce the rear shields...we need those at maximum...

ACEO_Jah`d says:
::Mumbles slightly, almost in a trance praying to himself and the minds in his symbiont. He knows everything will turn out fine in the end, but he does not know when this nightmare will come to a final close::

XO_Sheridan says:
All: We're almost out......

TO_Mistral says:
::reinforces rear shields::

XO_Sheridan says:
::hopes she won't live to eat her words::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Stand by transphase drive as soon as we clear the surface

Host Bishop says:
ACTION:The Explosion continues to gain on them, the black of space begins to show on the viewer slowly growing larger, flames can also be seen along the edges of the viewer....

Host Bishop says:
=/\==/\=Pause Mission =/\==/\=

